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Abstract. The results of two radiation test campaigns on a low-cost commercial off-the-shelf magnetometer are presented. The

test setup and the total ionization dose (TID) levels studied were designed to meet the requirements of a mission to land on

Europa. Based on the Europa Lander Science Definition Team report, instruments inside an aluminum vault at the surface of

Europa would need to withstand TID of up to 300 krad(SI). In order to evaluate the performance of the PNI RM3100 mag-

netometer, nine separate sensors were irradiated at two different facilities during two separate campaigns and under different5

configurations, including passive and active tests. Of the nine sensors, seven survived the TID of 300 krad(SI) while the other

two sensors started presenting failures after reaching 150 krad(SI). Post-irradiation tests showed that eight of the nine sensors

continued to work without appreciable degradation after stopping exposure, while one sensor stopped working altogether.

1 Introduction

When designing electronics, one of the aspects to take into account is the susceptibility of semiconductors to radiation effects.10

While this is a minor concern for everyday consumer electronics, it becomes an important aspect in the design of instrumenta-

tion for space applications.

There are different ways in which radiation can affect electronics, and there are different ways to quantify these effects

(Prinzie et al. 2018). Single-event upsets (SEU) refer to nondestructive events, but can alter the logic state of circuits introducing

errors into measurements (Hands et al. 2018).15

With time, radiation exposure will degrade the semiconductors by accumulating positively charged holes at the silicon

interface, leading to long-term effects that can cause complete malfunction if the total amount of exposure exceeds a certain

threshold. This type of damage is measured in terms of the total ionization dose (TID).

In this paper, we focus on the TID effects on a commercial off-the-shelf magnetometer that makes use of a measurement

principle known as magneto-induction. The importance of TID lies in the fact that its effects will determine the time the sensor20

will survive under any given environment.
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2 Radiation exposure in space

Radiation exposure of instruments in space can vary significantly depending on where the instruments are expected to operate.

The low-Earth orbit (LEO) environment has been well characterized in order to account for effects of radiation on humans. In

general, the main sources of charged-particle radiation are galactic cosmic rays (GCRs), solar energetic particles (SEPs) and25

trapped particles in the inner radiation belt, mainly consisting of electrons and protons with energies ranging from 100 keV to

several hundreds of MeVs (Badhwar 1997; Kovtyukh 2018).

The local Earth environment has also been studied from the point of view of the effect of radiation on electronics, mostly on

CMOS devices. Sajid et al. (2018) analyzed the effects of TID on 65 and 130 nm NMOS technology by simulating the space

environment of a LEO satellite for a total mission duration of three years. They found that for both types of circuits, the leakage30

drain-source current for zero gate voltage increases significantly with TID, with the effect being stronger for the 65 nm device.

At the same time, the saturation current (when the gate voltage increases) remained constant, regardless of the TID level. This

leakage current occurs as a consequence of an increased potential accumulated in the device, which subsequently affects the

voltage threshold of the gate.

Netzer et al. (2014) evaluated a series of components suitable for the development of CubeSat missions, including an35

MSP430 microcontroller, the Beagle Bone Black computer development platform and a series of JFET and CMOS opera-

tional amplifiers under conditions similar to those encountered by missions in LEO at inclinations between 45° and 90° and

with 100 mm of aluminum shielding. These conditions would result in a TID of approximately 10 krad(SI) per year. They found

different failure doses, with the MSP430 failing at 240 krad(SI). The rest of the components irradiated failed at significantly

lower doses, on the order of a few tens of krad(SI).40

Even with the presence of the radiation belts, the space environment in the vicinity of the Earth is relatively benign when

compared with other environments in the solar system. The most extreme radiation environment in the solar system corresponds

to the radiation belts of Jupiter, with high fluxes of energetic ions up to 100 MeV and electrons up to 700 keV, as measured

by Galileo (Cooper et al. 2001; Paranicas et al. 2001). Europa, one of the four Galilean moons and one of the most promising

extraterrestrial objects in the solar system for the detection of life, is located inside Jupiter’s radiation belt, and thus any mission45

designed to land on the moon’s surface will have to be able to withstand these extreme conditions.

For the Europa Lander mission concept currently under development by NASA, instruments would be placed inside a

radiation vault similar to that used on the Juno spacecraft (Europa Lander Science Definition Team 2016). This vault would

reduce the radiation dose to roughly 150 krad(SI) over the 20 day surface mission. Implementing a radiation design factor of

2, this means that any instrument placed inside the radiation vault will have to survive and function up to at least 300 krad(SI)50

(Europa Lander Science Definition Team 2016). The tests presented in this work were designed to reach and surpass that value,

with the aim of providing an initial evaluation of the survivability of the PNI RM3100 magnetometer.
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Figure 1. Basic circuit showing the working principle of the magneto-inductive technology. The Schmitt trigger flips the direction of the

current that causes the sensor to charge and discharge in both directions (from Leuzinger and Taylor 2010).

Figure 2. Permeability curve of the core material of the sensors, showing region of operation and difference in charge and discharge times

in the absence (left) and presence (right) of an external magnetic field (from Leuzinger and Taylor 2010).

3 Magneto-inductive technology

The RM3100 magnetometer works with a completely digital technology called magneto-inductive principle. In order to detect

the ambient magnetic field, the magneto-inductive measurement principle makes use of an oscillator circuit consisting of an55

inductor and resistor (LR) circuit and a Schmitt trigger to flip the direction of the current (Figure 1).

By flipping the direction of the current, the circuit causes the inductor to go through consecutive charge and discharge cycles

in both directions. The field sensed by the coil is a combination of the ambient field and the self-induced field due to the current

flow. The selection of the current dictates the region in the permeability curve where the sensor works (Figure 2).

In the absence of an external magnetic field, the charge and discharge times in both directions are the same. If an external60

field is present, the disturbance represented by it will cause the sensor to work in a different region of the permeability curve,

causing a change in the charge and discharge times in each direction. Due to the particular shape of the permeability curve, the
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Figure 3. Zero Gauss chamber at the Climate and Space Research Building.

magnitude of this change is different for each direction and, by measuring the time difference between both cycles, the external

field can be determined.

One of the advantages of the magneto-inductive technology is that the measurement principle is completely digital, with no65

power-consuming and radiation-sensitive components such as an analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) or amplifiers. This helps

the sensor provide magnetic field measurements with very low power consumption and good tolerance to radiation.

This paper presents the results obtained for TID on nine different RM3100 sensors during two different test sessions com-

pleted between April and July 2019. The original aim of the tests was to study the survivability of the sensor to a TID of 300

krad(SI), in preparation for a potential landed mission to the Jovian moon Europa.70

4 Testing facilities

The tests presented here were performed in four different stages. The first and fourth stage involved the pre- and post-exposure

characterization of the sensors being used in the study. For both stages, a Zero Gauss chamber that is located at the Climate

and Space Research Building, at the University of Michigan was used (Figure 3). Inside the Zero-Gauss chamber, periodic and

small variations in the field that might take place during the measurements are reduced to a value that is below the resolution75

of the instrument, as reported in Regoli et al. (2018).

The second stage involved the exposure to an X-ray beam of three of the sensors and it was carried out at the Department of

Nuclear Engineering and Radiological Sciences at the University of Michigan. The radiation source used was a commercially

available Varian M9 linear accelerator (Figure 4). The output of the linear accelerator is an 9 MeV brehmsstrahlung (X-ray)

beam with nominal energy of 9 MeV. The maximum dose rate of the Varian M9 is of 3 krad(SI)/min at 1 m, but all the tests80

performed were run at 20% of that capacity, 600 rad(SI)/min at 1 m. The sensors were placed at 25 cm from the source, and

since the dose rate decreases according to a 1/r2 factor, the radiation rate at the sensors during the tests was of 9.6 krad(SI)/min.
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Figure 4. Detail of the output end of the Varian M9 linear accelerator at the Department of Nuclear Engineering and Radiological Sciences

at the University of Michigan. The exit of the beam is located at the right hand side of the figure, and the magnetometer being irradiated is

located behind the wall on the right.

The third stage involved the exposure to an gamma ray (X-rays originating within the nucleus) field of six of the sensors and

it was carried out at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center Radiation Effects Facility High Dose Rate Total Ionizing Dose

irradiator (Figure 5). The sensors were situated within a spectrum-modifying PbAl filter box, which preferentially reduces85

lower energy photons. A standard assumption is that TID radiation is composed entirely of 1 MeV photons but in reality that

pure original radioactive decay spectrum is smeared downwards in energy as the photons interact with mass. As photon energy

decreases from 1 MeV, the likelihood of interaction with matter increases and this makes lower energy photons more damaging

than the desired, higher energy, photons. Attenuation of the substantial lower energy portion of the spectrum is the aim of the

filter box.90

5 Tests and Results

This section summarizes the test setup and the results obtained for each individual magnetometer. To make the information

easier to follow, a subsection for each of the test campaigns is provided, with a detailed description of each particular test and

for any special behavior of the sensors when applicable. In addition, each of the nine magnetometers is numbered according to

the order in which they were exposed, and this numeration is maintained consistently throughout the paper.95
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Figure 5. Magnetometers and dosimeters ready to be tested at the GSFC Radiation Effects Facility.

Figure 6. Magnetic field magnitude measured during the radiation tests at the Department of Nuclear Engineering and Radiological Sciences

at the University of Michigan.

Two different type of tests were performed in terms of whether the sensor was capturing data during exposure or not. The

tests when the sensors were capturing data are referred to as active, while the other ones, when the sensors were unplugged

from their power supply, are referred to as passive. For all the active tests, the magnetometer worked at a data rate of 40 Hz.

5.1 Test campaign 1: University of Michigan

Using the Varian M9 linear accelerator described in the previous section, the first sensor (sensor 1) was exposed while operating100

(active test) from 0 to 300 krad(SI) in steps of 50 krad(SI) and the output briefly analyzed after each set of exposures. During

the test, the magnetometer survived without any apparent degradation of the signal until 300 krad(SI), so two extra steps of

100 krad(SI) each were used to bring the TID to 500 krad(SI).
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Figure 6 shows the magnitude of the magnetic field measured by sensor 1 in nT during each of the exposure steps, all in a

single plot. Each exposure is plotted with a different color. The first six exposures where 50 krad(SI) steps with a final dose of105

300 krad(SI). The last two steps were of 100 krad(SI) each for a total final dose of 500 krad(SI). The plot only shows results

up to 450 krad(SI) since the sensor started failing at around that level.

Two variabilities of interest are visible in the plot. The first one is a steady increase in the total field throughout the duration

of the test that becomes particularly pronounced after the TID reaching approximately 225 krad(SI) and continues right until

failure of the sensor at above 450 krad(SI). Additionally, for each exposure step, a small change in the field being measured110

and an increase in the noise is present. The source of this variability is the accelerator itself. At the beginning and end of each

step, data were collected during a short period of a few seconds without exposure, while the accelerator was switched on and

off.

The two other magnetometers exposed to the beam from the Varian M9 linear accelerator (sensors 2 and 3) were exposed

while disconnected (passive test) in a single exposure from 0 to 300 krad(SI). With a rate of 9.6 krad(SI)/min, the total exposure115

lasted just over 31 minutes. Once the exposure was finished, the sensors were removed from the testing facility and they were

tested afterwards inside the Zero-Gauss chamber for functioning, as well as performance degradation. The results for this

post-exposure tests are presented at the end of this section.

5.2 Test campaign 2: Goddard Space Flight Center

A total of six individual sensors were irradiated using the TID irradiator located at the GSFC. The first two sensors (sensors 4120

and 5) were tested passively but this time in steps of 25 krad(SI), collecting data after each exposure to test their survivability

and performance degradation.

Figure 7 shows the results of these measurements for sensors 4 (top panel) and 5 (bottom panel). Each panel shows a series

of two-minutes measurements taken right after each 25 krad(SI) exposure step (marked by the vertical line at the right of each

measurement). Since the lab environment where the measurements were taken was not controlled in terms of magnetic noise,125

the absolute values for each magnetometer and each step are irrelevant. However, what can be seen in both plots is the failure

rate (seen in the plots as extremely high or low values of the measured field) of the sensors with increasing TID.

While sensor 4 shows no signs of failure whatsoever throughout the duration of the test, sensor 5 started failing right after

reaching the 50 krad(SI) level. The rate of failure (measured as the ratio of invalid measurements to valid measurements)

changes with time, although not monotonically as it would be expected, with two particularly faulty sets of measurements after130

reaching 150 krad(SI) and after reaching 200 krad(SI) with failure rates of 38% and 54% respectively. However, even after

these periods with high failure rate, after another exposure bringing the TID to 225 krad(SI), the failure rate went down to zero.

This erratic behavior is probably due to damages in the ASIC that produce random upset events. Interestingly, even though

with some failure rates, the sensor survived up to the 300 krad(SI) exposure level and continued delivering relatively steady

data.135

In order to study the effect of dose rate, sensors 6 and 7 were tested passively. First, a single exposure between 0 and 250

krad(SI) at a low rate of 0.26 krad(SI)/hr was completed. After this, a second exposure between 250 and 300 krad(SI) at a higher
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Figure 7. Magnitude of the magnetic field as measured by sensors 4 (top) and 5 (bottom) during the test campaign at the GSFC. The data

shown between vertical lines correspond to two-minutes intervals collected between exposures. The vertical lines mark the TID that the

sensors went through before taking the measurements.

rate of 3.17 krad(SI)/hr was completed. In this case, both sensors survived the total exposure and none of them showed signs

of failure or signal degradation in the form of an appreciable change in the noise levels, measured as the standard deviation of

the detected signal.140

The last two sensors (sensors 8 and 9) were actively tested while being irradiated in a single step from 0 to 300 krad(SI).

The results for both sensors are shown in Figure 8. Shortly after reaching 150 krad(SI), sensor 8 (orange curve) started to fail,

while sensor 9 continued working continuously until reaching 300 krad(SI). At around 180 krad(SI) some discontinuities are

visible in the data returned by sensor 9. At this point, the test was temporarily suspended to check on the functioning of sensor

8 so the visible spikes are noisy data from the times when the test was stopped and re-started.145

There is a clear change in slope that occurs at around 120 krad(SI) where both sensors start to show a steady increase in the

measured magnitude of the field. This steady increase can be due to a real increase in the external field or due to the buildup of

charges inside the semiconductors arising from the radiation exposure. Although no ground-truth values of the external field

were available during the tests, the fact that a step is visible in the readings of sensor 9 between the moment when the test was

briefly stopped and re-initiated seems to indicate that this slope is in fact produced by charge buildup.150

5.3 Post-exposure evaluation

In order to evaluate the performance degradation of the sensors with time, all the nine sensors exposed during the two campaigns

reported in this paper were tested in the lab before and after the campaigns. Both sets of measurements were taken for each

sensor for a total of 10 minutes. The measurements were performed inside the Zero-Gauss chamber at the University of
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Figure 8. Magnitude of the magnetic field as measured by sensors 8 (orange) and 9 (black) during the test campaign at the GSFC. Sensor 8

started failing after a TID of 150 krad(SI).

Michigan. The pre-exposure measurements were taken within two days of each exposure campaign, while the post-exposure155

measurements were taken approximately a month after the campaigns.

Figures 9 and 10 show the magnitude of the magnetic field measured during the pre- (left panels) and post-exposure (right

panels) tests for each of the nine magnetometers studied. The title of each plot shows the standard deviation of the measured

signal, which is a measure of the instrument noise.

The first thing to notice is that 8 of the 9 magnetometers continued to work without failure after the exposure was stopped,160

with only sensor 5 (data shown in bottom panel of Figure 7) not showing any data (complete failure). The other sensor that

showed some level of failure during the tests (sensor 8) went back to normal functioning. These two results mean that there are

at least two different failure modes in the sensor. While the failure present during testing for sensor 8 might have been related

to charge buildup (something also indicated by the fact that the sensor was able to run changing the cycle count even while

being irradiated), the failure in sensor 5 must have caused a permanent damage in the ASIC, possibly a charge buildup-induced165

short ciruit.

It is also interesting to look at the difference in standard deviation between the measurements taken prior and after the

exposure campaigns. No appreciable difference is present for any of the working magnetometers, meaning that no degradation

in the performance occured.

6 Conclusions170

A total of nine individual RM3100 magnetometers were irradiated at different dose rates, all of them up to a TID of at least 300

krad(SI). Of the nine sensors tested, two showed some type of failure during the irradiation procedure, although one of them

was able to continue working after changing the sampling frequency. This gives a success rate, just in terms of functionality
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Figure 9. Pre- and post-exposure (left and right panels respectively) measurements of the magnetic field inside the Zero-Gauss chamber at

the University of Michigan for the three sensors used during the University of Michigan test campaign.

(without considering performance) of 78 % to 89 %. There was no apparent correlation between failure rates and the nature of

the irradiation in terms of active vs. passive irradiation or dose rate.175

After the end of all the tests, the irradiated sensors were stored and later prepared for a post-irradiation test, similar to that

performed at the beginning, during the characterization period. For this stage, the nine sensors were tested inside the Zero-

Gauss chamber for a period of five minutes. Eight of the nine sensors provided data and for those that continued working no

degradation in performance was detected. This means that at least one magnetometer that presented errors during irradiation

(sensor 8) completely recovered, while sensor 5 did not.180

For a Europa lander mission, based on the Europa SDT report (Europa Lander Science Definition Team 2016, Figure 6.5),

the dose rate expected inside a 7.62 mm aluminum shielding is of approximately 7.7 krad(SI)/day or about 320 rad(SI)/hr. The

sensors were exposed at a different range of dose rates going from 260 rad(SI)/hr to over 3 krad(SI)/hr at the GSFC facility, and

up to 9.6 krad(SI)/min at the University of Michigan facility, thus mimicking and exceeding the conditions expected during a

real mission, not only in terms of TID but also of dose rate.185

All the tests performed during the reported campaigns were with the whole magnetometer, including not only the sensing

coils but also the electronics. In reality, the coils can be separated from the electronics and, since the part that is really sus-

ceptible to radiation damage are the electronics, a small enclosure with extra shielding could easily be accommodated inside
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Figure 10. Pre- and post-exposure (left and right panels respectively) measurements of the magnetic field inside the Zero-Gauss chamber at

the University of Michigan for the six sensors used during the GSFC test campaign.

the planned vault in order to further shield the instrument. This is possible due to the very low mass (less than 3 grams) and

volume (about 1 inch squared) of the magnetometer.190

Increasing the shielding by 2.54 mm would bring the TID over the 20 days of the mission down to approximately 100

krad(SI) (200 krad(SI) using the design factor of 2) and by adding extra 2.54 mm the total TID would be approximately 75

krad(SI) (150 krad(SI) with the design factor of 2). Given that the sensor that failed at the lowest TID level (sensor 5) started

failing at 150 krad(SI), this means that an extra shielding of 5 mm for the electronics would guarantee 100 % survivability

without any failure for all the sensors used during the test campaigns.195

Data availability. All the data obtained during the different tests presented in this paper can be accessed through the University of Michigan’s

Deep Blue repository system under the DOI number 10.7302/hs4j-7064.
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